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They were all crossed with it by life on the right, at least, and anyone in the fray took it everywhere. Courses and moved to the courtyard. After a while, the PCs retired a little and the mummies also backed a little.They could see the covered stairs of glass pearls, up to the door below. They sent Blodgett on the other side to explore an arch that leads
to an internal courtyard. The Hobgoblins have just kept the random target, shooting anyone who looked like the best target at the moment. Pyrotechnics could have covered them with smoke. They stood and waited to understand why. From the sounds they heard - drawn swords, weapons worn, boots, grunts and growls and oaths - it was clear that
they had broken into a barracks. In the end the PCs killed most of the Hobgoblins, but they also shaken almost every arrow- "Ogre" all 20 of him, Kayen Telva many of him, crows all his most one of his arrows +2. And magical users assumed that they did not include them. 62-63. Paralyzed and surprised? The south door no. - Blodgett's player wanted a
6 'staff to check the traps. The other two Hobgoblins shake the arrows and their goals were missing. The Hobgoblins came and attacked, but when they closed the door and the PCs finally forced him and found them disappeared, closed it again and went on. Then they accumulated and forced the door. He approached, but not too close, and then
stirred the group. As they were in the shade scanning the guards, a kids game got up and slammed the door behind them. They won the fight, but they concluded it sick: Elwita at 32 out of 54 HP, "Ogre" at 22/45, Freda 23/40, BLODGETT -2/25, Dread Delgath 15/25, Phanstern 4/25, Eljayess 14 /25, Kayen Telva 9/25. Blodgett controls the trumpet of
the stairs and saw that the UP section was in masonry, the bass had tracks from a human being barefoot that led to Wood's door. The party sent someone to Scout The Fountain - Blodgett. However, the +4 AC the Hobgoblins enjoyed facts transformed a large number of what they were shot — never, never, never grind an ambush. I think the practice
will improve it. They looked up but couldn't see if there were any holes for murder. PCs rushed to the door, but it took 3 rounds to open it (Bad Rolls.) No Hobgoblins - only 110 'of hallway. You're not well for doing that. It is not mentioned as enchanted, so the explanation may be that you're just unleashed in that area trying to get something to eat. In
the scrum Freda accidentally shot Elwita in the back for 1 hp of damage. He bit Elwita by 16 hp of damage (on 3d6). After all, was I asked, was it blocked? They felt themselves around, silently called to them, noticing with interest that all the dust on the floor near where the PCs were gone, now and discussed using a claraudiency potion to listen to
them. You can feel the touch if you listen to it, but they checked the walls, the door, etc. He did and he shook them. Spoiler alert! This will ruin absolutely the pieces of adventure for you. Later editions of D&D may have removed it, but thereÃ² does not make it strange or meaningless. (I had mentioned the mud that falls in the joints of the armor, on
the weapons, etc. Boy, you just can't pick the perfect wording for descriptions to answer questions unless you're incredibly detailed. They have exhausted a potion and their wounds from treatment remaining here, here, here, and then headed east, "Ogre" strapping Blodgett to his back, after they divided up his magic items. To calculate the overall
star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we donÃÂÂÂt use a simple average. The Hobgoblins won and two of them threw a fishing net on the four muddy PCs waiting at the entrance. An enemy, so it was a fair game.) Freda throws an arrow in the next round, then the Hobgoblin shoots her and wounds her, and then the wound, and then the
wound, and then the The Hobgoblins slammed the door. Freeing their slaves Ã¨ great for the slaves they don't have, but the mission¨ clearly to face the heads of the operation. But generally we enjoy them. It analyzed reviews to verify trustworthiness. - almost immediately, the players decided the mission was "free the slaves." Er, no, it's defeat the
slave lords. They saw 110' of corridor ending in a door, lit by torches. They closed the door. When they didn't come, they decided to hack down the door. One in the back shot a sling stone into the room and missed Freda. Sometimes "slow and cautious" costs you. Two more followed as the group caught up. It's clearly there as an obstacle for
tournament play, but an explanation would have helped. Karraway tried Turning the mummies, but was unsuccessful. Dread Delgath threw a Magic Missile spell into the fray and put three missiles into one ape and wounded it. If you hear things and I don't specify what direction, it's because you aren't sure. Lesson - ask!) As the others washed off,
carefully, having taken the time to move to the fountain as quietly as possible, Eljayess and Blodgett spotted hobgoblins coming out onto the roof! (Their alertness reduced the change of surprise from 1-4 to 1-2, and I rolled a 3.) The fighters declared they were getting out missile weapons, and we rolled initiative. I said, no, you have what you have on
the sheet. It's a nice vacation from GURPS. There they found a corridor, heavily trafficked (according to Freda) to the east which ended in a door, with very little ever going west, where it also ended in a door. Suddenly, the crickets stopped singing. Blodgett swept them aside with his hands and they went down the stairs carefully, and unlatched the
door. We'll see where it goes. Their tactic of randomly shooting whatever target seemed opportune helped a lot. He set off a trap that dropped a globe that shattered with a bright flash, blinding everyone. Blodgett carefully turned around and crawled up the stairs, feeling round things everywhere - they'd turn out to be glass beads. They meleed it for
several rounds, wounding it, and then got a flurry of hits and killed it. Yay, unfair!) From there They found themselves in a courtyard. Clearly they finished with mummies, but they managed to make their way to the Hobgoblin barracks. He has messed up. The last time they were torn to go to the west from the double door, or go north to the Hobgoblin
to fight them. They did it, and killed one of the Hobgoblin held hostage and the last one not kept on the road. They lost their mate with a blow to anchoring. Customer reviews, including product assessments, help customers know more about the product and decide whether the right product for them is. Yes, it would have been better to decide than in
March when I had the leisure time to come to me, but when I offered I play a fantasy game as a side thing was categorically down. They understood what happened, and put the walls of the pit in their place with two iron nails, they put Freda on with a human pyramid, and then they went out. Blogett moved silently (Boots of Elvenkind) and tried a
backstab on one, but missing despite the +4 to be hit. It was with joy that I mentioned for a long time to answer the questions they asked ourselves as we played. The struggle was substantially that for most of the first six rounds - the PCs have lost arrows (and balestra Elwita bolts) from the fountain against anyone has covered, even if not marking it
on the map probably did not help. But Karraway decided that it was a waste and decided not to do it. Instead, our system considers things like what a review is recent and if the reviewer has purchased the item on Amazon. They finished taking advantage for the door and saw a corridor. He was flanked by bushes on the sides, he had a trellis around
the sides, two trees and a central fountain. The "human pyramid" was struck by the rotating wall and demolished, but prevented the trap of completely sealing. "We can't leave this behind us!" Someone opposed (I think Phanstern.) It was id id occas nu a atrop ehc nwodkcah atrop anu e ,dus a oiodirroc ognul nu ognul eimmum enucla ,otal nu us
ataccolb aloppart anu noc aznats anu ni CP i - ¬Ãl itinif omais idniuq towards the North. Blodgett checked the traps and failed and descended the stairs. Personally, I think that a Gurps mentality has taken control: Hunker, grinding him, you will win the struggle and heal and go well. If I played Ad & D, suspicions that carnivorous monkeys were
around if you came across Hobgoblins. If you do it, like the description of the fort, people stop listening or not reading it. They moved carefully. I am not exceptional in giving clues, I think, but I do my best to provide the best information that your senses can give you. They felt the detention fall. - My players were quite good with the collection of
information. I noticed that those who played with other GMs tend to ask the same question in some ways, trying to try a different answer. He turned out to be really interesting, especially when both sides had divided the fire (so the initiatives counted) and when only one part he did it (so they got the arrow blows before the initiative was determined.)
I don't see L 'Now to see how it works half when we play with 7 -level characters. Kayen Telva used Knock to open it and headed inside. But nobody asked to listen to the ground. It was a good thought, but one to save during the session or for a game where the PCs equip themselves. They had fallen along a pit, the unheard of sound under the metal
screams of the wheels and the rumble of the bear along the ramp, and the L -shaped trap had slammed the "wall" to the "floor" and trapped them. Then here we are. They fell away from a pit. Dread Cast Light and formed a human pyramid, so that Kayen could touch the ceiling with a javelin to attract attention. I'm not sure that the photos of the
adventure are the trap as I did, but my way was funny. It was also affected by something for some damage points, and then they have Tinking noises while some small things hit the floor. AC 2. This is 59 HP of maximum healing, minimum 8 HP and 34.5 HP on average. Phanstern wanted to launch paralysis and place it only to capture capture The
monkeys but not his friends, but it was a fray, not a grade combat, so he could not do it. He would have worked. The distant door opened, and three mummies slipped out, moaning! Freda fired an arrow at one (Kayen had given her the arrows of her.) It extended from the air to about 30 'less than them. "How high this wall is?" "Is there a second
courtyard?" "Is there one or two stories to keep?" Cabbage, perhaps it is in the opuscule that I told you to read and that you have liquidated as useless? Hobgoblin. He took it for enough damage to put it to -2, making him fall (and bringing him out of the adventure, for DMG p. Silently crawled under Portcullis, and found the tunnel covered with boxes,
barrels, and bags of pieces of string, chips Wooden, dry rags, and similar materials. 9 BC and 2 attacks for each shift against it, it took almost 6 laps to get free. They understood that the best thing to do was to restart the trap and see what happens. While the scrum went on Dread approached with a stick, and a lot was missing. At the trees, two
carnivorous monkeys jumped and attacked. They checked a lot, but they never listened to the ground to hear anything. The boys behind almost everyone tried to go out From the room immediately, blindly, and they stumbled upon the door. The point is that this struggle could have been a "oh shit, we all go to run, free the images, cover ourselves, and
force our way inside!" And it became "We all kill and then go out from here." It works in DF, it is a disaster in AD&D. More or less, the PC refused to advance (or launch a fireball, since it would have filled 33 squares with fire) and waited for it. The PCs actually did better than I thought fighting against the Hobgoblin, in the end by sweeping away 11
of 12 (and then killing the 12) together with four carnivorous monkeys. - The "Mummy fight" was interesting. North was closed and barred ehc ehc etacifinaip inoisses id eires anu id etrap emoc ,edakcotS srevalS eht fo terceS 2A id etrap amirp alled etrap otaterpretni omaibba iggO .otanimreted onnah ,otal Take us through the air (A3) and
underground (A4) of the slave lords. Everyone got up and spoke and walked. - Silence, the use of spells of radius 15 was fundamental to enter without being snuffed out by the guards. "Ogre" opened the door, they heard shouts and a giant grizzly bear standing on their hind legs threw herself² on them! It turned out to be a taxidermy bear on a wheel
brought already¹ a short ramp, and Ã fell on Elwita for minor damage. After four minutes, the effect is exhausted. Learn more¹ how customer reviews work on Amazon Share publications, publishing to a stack how to get better recommendations that the publisher doesn't have the license to enable download today we played our 7th AD&D session, in
which we run the old modules written only because the Ã© fun. I may have to think about running as a sideways thing. The mummies advanced slowly. Never. What the hell? In the last 1/3 of the session, people started to declare actions out of service, roll for actions while declaring them even before the initiative, etc. . Notes: - Regarding the rules,
one thing we did this time was split more¹ attacks, especially including the ROF 2 arches - into two fire stages by initiative for creatures with moreÃ¹ attack routine from DMG P. They freed Elwita. AC 6 in Misses vs. - We used the skills and languages assigned last time and the decision to make Blodgett a "mixed" medium with infravision 30 '. and set
the trap. 82, under zero wounds :) They picked it up and moved to the door. Sometimes you need to be specific about your actions, but I try to make sure your senses give you everything they should without needing additional wordage. PCs waited, mostly¹ ready for the fray and discussing how to use Wall of Fire: they realized that a ball fire would fill
a huge space and could include them. PCs lost more¹ than they hit. He reported it full of algae With a stream of water coming down. The net PCs removed the daggers (Eljayess his sword while missing a dagger) and began cutting the net. The PCs are back. They spent some time checking the chest and found it empty. I briefly considered using
lifeboats for the table of articles, but decided it was just bad at that point. - Immediately, my players rejected the flyer with the physical description of the fort as useless, confused, full of jargon ("curtain wall") and only evidence that it needed an illustration and TSR was too cheap for one. This is why I think A2 is unplayable as "Dungeon Deput" for
the permitted levels. After a while Kayen and Karraway ran to help free up the net PCs and Karraway managed to protect Blodgett and Cast Cure Light Wounds for (IIRC) 5 hp. They started hacking him with Kayen Telva's hand ax (this lasts 1 turn.) After a few rounds, the south door opened, revealing Hobgoblins with swords. After two rounds the
cast of Karraway holds person on three of them; Two failed their saving shots and one hit a 17. In general, I repeat what I said. The next round, as the PCs were ready to fight, Hobgoblins appeared - a total of 12 - and began to lose their arrows to randomly chosen targets. They lost some CVs before and Elwita took a bite from the ankheg, but most of
ciÃ² was from the fight. You have to love hacking a door, then say: hey, this door Ã¨ insecure, we must face it and fight ciÃ² which Ã¨ on the other side because there is¨ door to stop them! Funny session overall, although I am disappointed that so much time was spent in that big one, perhaps critically fighting in the courtyard so I can't finish it. So
they spent most of their arrows. Freda had to ¬Ãl ¬Ãl ttegdolb aznes am ,eloppart rep atrop al otallortnoc onnaH .atidrep aznes non am ,eimmics orttauq el osiccu onnah etnatsoc aihcsim anu nI .erartne ailgov euqnuihc rep ,ottut opod ,olriugese olrevod iertoP .eriploc rep olos 2+ eccerf ella much much to see. In the hallway, the PCs weren't sure teleportation? - one of my players live-blogged to his friends, who were baffled by the idea that apes and hobgoblins were on the same team. They were behind the roof's protection so they had AC 2, not AC 6, thanks to cover. They briefly discussed healing in the courtyard, despite the alarms and sounds of hobgoblins moving to reinforce the fallen
one, "Ogre" couldn't force it and it was clear it needed multiple people. In any case, they moved through and out the other side, still undetected. So they set the bear back up, closed the door, tied Blodgett's rope to it, and stood where the others stood . I said, "Tell them to check the Monster Manual." It was a thing . They were caught and tangled up,
unable to attack or cast spells. After the battle "Ogre" slathered himself completely with mud. Not until people ran out of arrows did anyone try to go help the trapped PCs. Had the tournament provided for reinforcements, it would likely have just ended there. They found a rough "office" with a table, a barrel, a chest, a used but clean fireplace, some
wood, and two doors - south and north. 3rd to 6th level PCs just can't assault a fortress and live, and the slave lords won't just sit there and absorb repeated attritional attacks. There was dust, and tracks in the dust coming from the stairs to the door they'd entered from. I thought it might be clunky, and we never did it back in the day. The hallway
was lit by torches in brackets on the south wall. They heard hobgoblin voices speaking, but couldn't make out too clearly what was said - but they hadn't detected the PCs. On the other side was a parade ground. The ape randomly chose one of the 5 guys who attacked it to attack back - the dice said Blodget. They sent half the group over to the
fountain to wash the mud off, which was drying and slowing down their actions (-2 "to hit" rolls.) Blodgett, Dread Delgath, Phanstern, and Eljayess took a position near, but not in, the against a wall. Ogre threw all 20 arrows, Kayan 12, Elwita shot 8-10 bolts, I think, and Freda shot 12 arrows and at least one +2 arrow. I was reminded to read a post on
high-level AD&D Play. The mummies advanced perhaps 10-20 and waved their arms, moaning aloud and angrily. Eventually, both ended up coming out of the doors and the PCs closed their doors. By this time Blodgett was almost dead: Ã¨ to -7 CV and stabilized it. Blodgett and Eljayess have been keeping an eye on the roof of the support in case of
guards here. If the Hobgoblins had been ruthless to shoot less armed targets and the net people, it would have been a massacre of at least one-third of the party, perhaps more¹. Unfortunately, they spent too much time at the fountain paying attention and were spotted by alert guards. One round later¹, an ankheg burst² from the mud and attack². - My
players wondered and I checked - there seems to be no explanation of why there was an ankheg right in the entrance area. The gate itself was jammed a few meters high, so that it could crawl underneath. The module is very clear: You can't hear screams from below. We started inside the pencil, for the start of the tournament, and I wouldn't allow
"and I have an addition _________" to the sheet. - At the beginning of the session, people were very good at reporting actions. If I say that you see a vaguely human form in the dark, I'm not hiding that it has a second head, or a two-handed sword or anything. They shouted "Pit!" and "Help!" But I couldn't hear anything. But anyway. "Ã locked inside."
"Are you on our side?" Yes. Elwita characters, Dwarf F6 (J.D.) "Ogre", Human F5 (J.M.) Freda, Human R4 (M.L.) Karraway, Human C6 (A.J.) Blodgett, Halfling T5 (J.L.) Dread Delgath, Human MU5 (M.D.) Fanstern, Human I5, Human I5 advice of a slave who had escaped.  what I said. They decided to run for the double doors inside the skyscraper.
Everyone had taken damage from the fall, the guys from the "human pyramid" took four to be hit by a wall, and they went into the room further. Blogett wanted a ball of twine, and he wasn't happy there wasn't one to take. They discussed controlling the access door, but Karraway argued that their mission was to be slaveholders, not to free every
room, so he wanted to avoid distractions. (For the module, the slave Ã was lucky and missed the traps. You'd think "barred and closed." So I'm not sure how it'll work next time. Had they gone straight in, they washed themselves quickly and hurried forward. Each took the arrow shots in the fight, often multiple, including the magic user and illusionist
and thief. They stopped. For all thereÃ² people say that the HP Ã¨ a resource, it is not easy to get it. Strange, because© the possibility to operate it¨ 100%. Although they needed only four hits against deciding it was a kind of trap, they still controlled the north door. They hid as best they could, but after a moment the crickets started singing again
and the guards continued to patrol in the dark. He was lit by the light of the moon by the cracks of the arrow. There were stairs up and already¹ and a door to the east. It was empty and dusty, but the two clerics felt a discomfort without sources. He blinded on a monkey instead. The PCs forced a nearby door and entered a guard facility. We use
AD&D as much as possible as written, except where the rules are senseless (VelocitÃ of weapons, say) or hindered play (Initiative). If you play in a more generous campaign¹ with lots of small heats, long times between combat, and a greater frequency of healing options (purchased in For example, with your abundant money), it is not really practically
ready to attack a fortress with three light wounds of spell care, an extra healing potion, and a healing potion. The other Hobgoblin stopped being held back from this point and started shooting, stopping only .eroirefni etrap .odnof ni atrop - enoizircsed al oggeliR" .¬ÃL ¨Ã'c asoc eredev rep ednecs ttegdolB ertnem elacs el rep atrop al ²ÃrellortnoC "e"
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